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SU -9O7O stereo DC Preamptirier

n

M47L Ullfa.Low Noise Transistor

Phono Equalizer Noise Sp€clrum

A Unique DC Preamplifier with Built-in Pre-Preamp
lor MC Cartridges-Aims at the Highest Possible
Fidelity

To transfer the pure audio signal from the
external source to the power amplifier-that is
the goal of any preamplifier. Any trace of side
effects like noise, distortion, coloration or
phase shift can make you very aware that
you're listening to electronic equipment rather
than pure music. The SU-9070's design
reduces these undesirable elements so
drastically that they might as well not exist at
all. So you'll hear nothing added or taken
away-just excitingly clear, transparent sound.

Filling the Requirements vs.
Challenging the Limits
lf you think about it, a preamplifier doesn't
have to do much to earn its name. lt must
transmit a signal withoul altering it
significantly. ln the case of phono
reproduction, it must equalize the signal to
conform to RIAA standards. lt should provide
some operational flexibility to permit taping.
mode switching and volume control. The SU.
9070 does these things and can thus be called
a preamp. But a preamp with a difference.
Because Technics' goal in designing the SU-
9070 was more than fulfilling requirements. lt
was rather to challenge the limits of high
fidelity preamp performance. We are confident
that most listeners will be satisfied with our
product. But it is the really demanding
connoisseur-the professional or audiophile
who has been exposed to very fine
equipment-who will fully appreciate the
subtle yet ultimately significant
accomplishments reflected in the SU-9070.

Facts and Figures
Take a ook at the facts; compare lhe tigures.
A phono S/N ratlo of BSdB (2.5mV sensilivity).
A DC flat amp for wavelorm fidelity. Plus, a
selector redesigned to provide full versatilily
when using tape decks. Now see what we've
left out. Various filters and. believe il or not. a
tone control. ln fact, the onLy frequency
response allering device incorporated in the
SU.9070 i5 a subson c filrer. Tne reason is
simple, perhaps self€vident..lt is lust that a
preamp that performs so rnuch better than
olhers would not try halfway 1o perform a
function that is not legitimately ils own. For
the truth is that conventional tone controls
and filters, even the more elaborate varieties,
are imperfect tools when highly inear
response in the total system is the objective.

li tone is to be conlrolled, it should be done
thoroughly and properly; and the way to
accompllsh th s iq 1o use a stereo universal
frequency equalizer, the SH-9010 being an
outstanding example thereof .

A look at the b ock diagram may give you a
better idea of what we are talking about. Note
the slmple elegance of the N,4C pre-preamp,
phono equalizer circu ts, and DC flai amp.
These c rcuits represent the solutions lo the
complex problerrs ove'come by Tecl-n cs I
.eaching the pinnacle or preamplifier design
found in the SU-9070.

Extremely Quiet Phono
Equalizer
For'roise lo be Lrdetectable at high listenrng
evels, it is essential that the phono equalizer
have a high signal to noise ratio. ln many
preamps, equallzer noise becomes distur
bingly noticeable when the volume is raised
with the input selector in the phono position.
Technics'Sl.J-9070 does not have this problem
because its unheard of S/N ratio of 88dB
(2.5mV sensitivity) means that noise is
reduced 1o an lnaudible l/25,000 fraclion of
the wanted signal.
A rhporerical analysis shows llar rTosl Torse
conslsts of first stage amplificatlon of heat
noise caused by nothing other than inpui
circuil resistance and firslstage lransislor
internal resistance. Therefore, if these can be
lowered, a high S/N ratio can be achieved.
But available so called low-noise transistors
retain the problem of noisecausing internal
resislance when used in the equalizer circuit.
Reaching lhis seeming impasse, Technics

Phono Equalizer Circuit Dlagram

had no choice but to independently develop a
new transistor to meet the spec fication
required. The M47L is the amaz ng resu t. A
pair o't'resp Jllra-low notse transistors is
uti ized in the diflerential amplifier first stage.
And to turther ensure extremely high signat
to no se ratio, our unique currenl mifor
loading technique is employed.
For the realization of such a high S/N ratio. it
was necessary to cut resislance in all
elements of the equalizer circuit. One side
effecl is the large current flow in the output
section. To deal wilh lhts, a heal . 1k, rare 1
equalizers, has been added.
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An Uncommon Pair: High
lnput Level Handling Ability
Combined with Ultra Low
Distortion
W th a rnax mum und storted permisslble
lnput oi 380mV (at lkHz), the phono equalizer
amp can sately work wilh even the highest
output signals that a modern phono cartridge
can de ver when tracing discs of high cutting
leve s.
Distorlion in th s circu t is fought in two
ways. Firsl, the circuit has been designed for
minimum distortion even wilhout applying
negative feedback; lhen, a generous amount
of negative feedback is added to force down
distortion to a levei way below audibility-the
accompanying graph shows how low- Please
note that thls very etfective dislortion
reduction extends down inlo the low bass
range where conventlonal NFB techniques
often lose much of their efficacy.
The SU-9070's equalizer is a four-stage direct
coupled circuit consisting of currenl mirror
load differential amp, constant current oaded
voltage amp, and SEPP. 142V oi high voltage is
supplied for increased linearity in the first and
voltage arnp stages and to gain high
maximurn input capacity. The SEPP final
stage delivers low distort on at low output
mpedance. Low oulput impedance is

essentia to avoid drops in outpul peak levels
and rises in distortion when a tape deck with
ow-impedance lnput is connected lo the rec
oul terminals. Metalized polyester film
coupling capacitors are employed to reduce
dlstortion even in areas beyond the audible
frequency range.

Phono(MMlT.H.D. vs. lnput Levsl

Accurate RIAA Gharac-
teristics (t0.2dB)
RIAA frequency characteristics are deter-
mined by precision elements for a tolerance
of only 10.2d8 from the ideal curve. Com-
ponents used include metal film resistors of
1% tolerance and polypropylene capacitors
with a 270 tolerance specification.
An indication of the caliber of engineering put
to use here is the fact that, thanks to a high
f requency compensation circuit, the
equalization response keeps following the
theoretically ideal curve even beyond the
upper limit of the audible sound spectrum.

Built-in Subsonic Filter Stops
Rumble
Low frequency noise caused by warped
records or low frequency resonance deter-
mined by the tonearm's effective mass and

the cartridge's compliance may give rise to
undesirable lM distortion in downstream
stages, and may cause the woofer to vibrate
uselessly. Subsonic filters incorporated in
power or preamps prevent this noise from
reaching the speakers. Technics has gone a
step further by placing the subsonic lilter in
the negative feedback loop of the equalizer
amp section. (Cutoff 20H2, -12dB/oct.)
Thereby lM distortion is stopped at the very
source.

Phono Equalizs FEquency Response
& Subsonic Filter Charact€dstics

Ultra-Low Noise Pre-Preamp
for MC Cartridges
Among audio connoisseurs the i/M lype
cartridge has a large following. But there are
some who prefer the unique characteristics
and subtleness of the moving coil type. The
problem is that the output signal of the MC
type is so small that a special translormer or
pre-preamp is required before the signal can
be put into most preamps. MC cartridge fans
will be glad to hear that the SU-9070 has an
MC cartridge amp builtjn so there is no need
to purchase a separate piece of equipment.
Available N4C transformers have shown un-
f ortunate f requency response characteristics
and a tendency toward disto.lion. Technics
has overcome all that With a circuit design
breakthrough that ensures low distortion and
an S/N ratio that approaches the ideat
theoretical limits.
As mentioned above in the context of the
phono equalizer, amp noise arises from
circuit resistance noise. So, if there existed a
perfect amplifier with zero circuit resistance,
the S/N ratio would be decided only by the
resistance caused when input is terminated.
Assuming that this resistance amounts to 2.5
ohms, equivalent noise voltage at the input
would therelore come to -157d8V. The SU-
9070 pre preamp's -157dBV figure is
astonishingly close to this ideal. tnput sen-
sitivity is rated at 60fV; output is 2.5mV. S/N
ratio is 72d8, quite an achievement in a pre-
preamp for MC cartridges. Another out.
standing feature is that gain is stable
irrespective of input load (cartridge output
impedance). ln sharp contrast to this, pre-
preamps employing operation amp circuits,
have reverse phase input and output while
gain changes as a function of input load (a

high impedance MC cartridge causes gain to
fall). The ditference between the S/N ratio of
this type of pre.preamp and the type built.in
to the SU€070 can be clearly observed when
a low impedance cartridge is used. On the
other hand, since the input impedance of the

SU-9070's pre-preamp is sutficiently high, one
may safely use a cartridge which requires a
high matchinq load impedance.

Phono (i,lc) T.H.D. vs. lnput L€vel

MC Ple- Preamp. Noise Spectrum
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MC Pre-Preamp Circuit Fealures
Two M57L transistors, which s!rpass even
the lVl47L of the equalizer circuit in pe.
iormance, are used in parallel, grounded to
the base in the firsl siage. The base ground
enables inpLt npeoance 'eduolro'r and, since
the neoalive feedback is 100%, distortion
control is another big advantage. PlLrs, the
para lel connection means no noise. lncluding
the voltage amplifier and output stage, all
together, five transistors are used in the
amplif ier.

MC Pr€-Preamp. Clrcuit Diagram



DC Flal Amp. Circult Dlagram

Total of 6 Gangs in
Volume/Balance Controls
ln this design, two resistors control balance
and there are two for each channel's volume
control. The volume control function is
divided between the flat amp's input and
output sides in such a way that the combined
attenuation results in the minimum possible
noise at any volume setting. At minimum
position, outpul is grounded so that there is
no noise at all when the volume is turned
completely down. The volume control is
marked in decibels and is a continuously
adlustable type of the same high precision as
an attenuator. Every effort has been made to
ensure perfect tracking of channels with
minimized lefi and right gang error.

DC Flat Amp Assures Out-
standing Waveform Fidelity
The flat amp is a DC amp without coupling
capacitors al input or output. Capacitors have
also been eliminated from the feedback loop.
The DC amp holds gain to high levels and
exhibits no phase shift in the low range,
making for very good wavelorm fidelity.

DC Flat Amp Circuit Construclion
The firsl stage consists of a matched, dual-
FET, differential amp with current mirror load.
The tive'stage design is further made up of
a pure resistance load voltage amp and an

SEPP output stage. The resutt is amazlngly
low distortion ol below 0.003o/o al 1V outpui
(VRr 30d8, 20Hz-20kHz). Ihrough tmpro''.9
the thermal balance of the first stage lhe DC
amp's operalional stability has been
signif icantly enhanced.

Double Muting Protection
lncludes Rec-Out
S.:€ €a_. :!€Gied muting is provided for
bo:^ :.=:-: a^c recaut. there is no danger
o' st:c< -. se ieaching your power amplifier
o':a:€ ::a' .,,1en rle arip is turned on.

Versatile Redesigned lnput
Selector I ncorporates Tape
M on itor
Unl no,!. preamps had separate input
se ector and tape monitor switches. Why the
tape moniior was left out is a moot point, but
w th the increasing attractiveness of tape
decks. t s about time something was done to
make preamp conirols more logical.
Therefore. the tape deck is included as a
s gnal source controlled by the input selector
of the SU-9070. Three tap€ deck inputs are
provided for in the selector switch along with
phono. tuner. and auxiliary.
Anolher surprising feature is the entirely
separate recording selector. This seven-way
switch provides for any recording hook-up
regardless of the position of the input
selector. What this means is that you can
record from any ol three tape decks to either
or both of the others or you can record from
phono, tuner or auxiliary. With this capability
it is no trouble to make a recording from your
tuner while simultaneously listening to an
album. Versatile capability is given by the
three way phono selector that lets you decide
between MC cartridge input and two inputs
for lvllvl or other high level cartridges.

External Unit Switch for
Universal Frequency Equalizer
Both input and output sides of the UFE are to
be connected to the preamp. With that done,
one button on the lront panel of the SU€070
lets you decide where to insert frequency
equalization in the signal path. Specifically,
when the button is extended, the SH.9010
UFE processes the preout signal; when the
button is depressed, it switches over to rec-
out signal for controlled frequency response
recording. This makes pre€mphasis recording
and de€mphasis playback (with resultant
noise reduction) more convenient and opens
up new possibilities for creative recording.

Other Features:
.Stabilized voltage power supply is used to

reduce crosstalk and single{hannel
transient distortion to an absolute minimum.

.Cut{ore power transformer boasts low
leakage flux, large capacity in a small package.

.19" panel corresponds to EIA
specifications for easy rack mounting.

v

v

I
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Gcanged Volume/galance Control

Versatile Redesigned lnput Selector



SU-9070 Bloek Diagram
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Rear PanelFacilities

Output terminals 1(DC)
Output terminals 2 (normal)
EXT unit inputs
EXT unit outputs
AUX inputs
Tuner inputs

16't510

phono l'/ l./l
phono MC

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

14.
tc.
16.
17.
18.

7.
8.
9.

'10.

11.
12.

Phono MC inputs
Phono MM 1 inputs
Phono MM 2 inputs
Ground terminals
Tape deck 1 REC outputs
Tape deck 1 PLAY inpdts

Tape deck 2 REC outputs
Tape deck 2 PLAY inputs
Tape deck 3 REC outputs
Tape deck 3 PLAY inputs
AC outlet {switched)
AC outlets (unswitched)

Technical
Specifications
lnput sensitivity and impedance

phono MM 1

phono MM 2
phono MC
tuner, aux

Panrsonlc Comp.ny
Dlvlslon ol M.llushlts Elecldc Cor9o€llon ol Amodca
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, Nes Jelsey 07094 (20') 348 7000
PANAsoNlc NEW YoFK: 50 Meadowrands Parkway, secaucus, \ew Jersey 07094 l20l) 348.7000
PANASONIC NEw JEFSEYi 50 M€adowlands Parkway, Secaucus, New Jersey 07094 (201) 348 7000
PANAsoNrc BoSToN: 75 UniveBity Avenue (P.o.Bor 487, Notuood, Mass.), Wesrwood, Massachuselts 02090 (617) 326-4000
PANASONIC BALTIMOBE: ll Azar Court, Baltimor€, Md.21227 (301) 247-43oO
PANASONIC CHICAGO| 425 East Aloonquin Boad, Arlinston Heights, lll. 60005 (312) 364-7900
PANASONIC ATLANTA: 1 Meca Way, Duluth, Georgia 30136 (404) 44E-1100
PANASONIC DALLAS 1825 warrul H,rr La.e, lrvins, Te,as 75062 (2 4) 258.2828
PANASONTC WEST, tNC:8383 Wirsh,rs Brlo. BeverryH,rls,Cal,l.90211(213)655.1111
PANASONIC SALES COMPANY: Av€. 65 de hlanleria, Km. 9.7, Victoria lnduslrial Park, Carolina, Puerlo Rico 00630 (809) 769'4320
PANASONIC HAwAll, lNC.: 320 waiakanilo Foad, Honol!lu, Hawaii 96817 (808)847 5361

2.5 mV/47 kilohms
2.5mV/4Tkilohms
60FV/47ohms
150 mV/47 kilohms

AC 120V 60 Hz

3-31/32" x 19" x
14-17132"
(101 x482x369mm)
15.7 Ib (7.1k9)

v

v

The "Flat" Component System is dedicated to
ultimate performance at an affordable price.

Ultimate performance. Because in
creating the "flat" system Technics
engineers separated the basic
amplif ier,,tuner into live components.
Researched and developed each
component to stateof-thearl
perfection. Then recombined the
components into a system that
provides a magnitude of performance
once thought to be purely theoretical.
Atfordable price. Because each
component is priced far lower than
what you'd expect, considering its
extraordinary quality. And because the
five-way breakup lets you buy just the
equipment that you need-or can
afford-righl no!r. With the possibility
of adding the rest ol the system in the
fulu re.
The "Flat" Component System
consists of:
ST-9030: FM Stereo Tuner
SU-9070: Stereo DC Preamplifier
SH-9010: Stereo Universal Frequency

Equalizer
SH-9020: Peak/Average Meter Unit
SE.9060: Stereo/Mono DC

Power Amplifier

Movable Custom Rack,
ModelSH-999
Elegant cuslom rack tor Technics
"Flat" components or other 19-inch
units. Side panels rosewood grain
veneer, glass top and lront door.
Record compartment holds several
dozen LP's. Four sturdy casters lor
mobility and easy access to baik panel
conneclions.

playback tape 1, 2,3
150 mV/4Tkilohms

Phono max. input voltage (1kHz, RMS)
380mV
9mV

Rated total harmonic distortion
0.003%

S/N ratio (lHF,A)
phono MN4 100d8 (lomv input)

88dB (2 5mV input)
phono IVC 72dS
phono IVC
equivalent noise voltage ai the input

-157 dBV
tuner, aux 106d8

Total harmonic distortion (20 HzN20 kHz)
tuner, aux, tape

VR, max
at 10V output 0.003%
vR, -30d8
at 1V output 0.003%

phono (Ml'il)
VR,max
at 10V output 0.004%
vR, -30d8
at 1V output 0.004%

phono (MC)
VR, max
at 10V output O.O2o/"
VR, _3OdB

at 1V output O.O1%
Frequency response

phono 2OHzN2OkHz' RIAA t0.2dB
tuner, aux 2OHz-2OkHz

+0d8, -0.05d8
DC-100 kHz
+0d8, -l dB

Equalizer subsonic
tilter 20Hz, -12dBlocl.lvluting -20 dB

Output voltage and impedance
pre out rated 1V/600 a

max. 20Vl6004
rec out tape l,2,3 l50mv

GENERAL
Power consumption 30W
Power supply
Dimensions

(HxWxD)

Weight

Technics

Specificarlons subjecr ro change wilhoul nol ce. Printed in Japan 87910M4
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SH-9O1O Stereo Universat Frequency Equatizer

The SH-90'10 Permits Delicate Frequency Response Control Totally
Unattainable with ConventionalTone Controls or Graphic Equalizer

Any professional's or serious audiophile's
system includes some means of adjusting
the frequency response of the programs to be
played or recorded. The tone controls on a
preamplifier or integrated amplifier, and the
graphic equalizer which has been available for
some years as a separate unit, are designed
to provide such control of frequency response.
But both of these melhods have serious
limitations:

Tone Control Limitalions
Tone controls are designed to act Llpon the
sounds at the lwo ends of the audio
frequency spectrum. However, it is normally
not at the very ends bot on the center side of
the ends that some sort of sound com-
pensation is required. When normal tone
controls are utilized to make such ad.
justments, lhe result is an unavoidable in-
crease or decrease in the level at some other
place where such adiustment is not
necessarily desired. The result is a loss of the
naturalness of the music. This is exactly why
many audiophiles prefer to listen to their
music with the tone controls in the defeat
position.
A variety of methods have been devised to
overcome this difficulty. Variable turnover
frequencies have been provided and some-
times an additional tone contol for the
midrange has been added. However, all of
these methods are clearly lnsufficient.

Graphic Equalizer Limitations
The graphic equalizer is used for controlling
frequency response in protessional recording
studios and theaters, and compared with tone

$Band Equalization

O at Min

conirols is considerably more versatile. The
graphic equalizer divides the frequency
spectrum into several bands and controls
frequency response by boosting or al
tenuating each band as necessary. However,
the performance of the graphic equalizer-as
well as its price-depends upon the number
of bands the frequency spectrum is split into.
and the best professional units which allow
control at intervals of ,L octave are quite
expensive. Naturally, as the number of bands
is reduced, performance also is adversely
aftected.

The Stereo Universal
Frequency Equal izer Opens
Up Completely New Control
Capabilities
Conventional equalizers, as useful as they are
in audio work, all suffer from two critical
drawbacks which severely limit their scope of
applications.
Fjrst, each slide pot boosts or attenuates a
fixed, immovable frequency band. We speak
of "fixed center trequencies." No matter how
these frequencies are chosen and spaced,
however, it is only in rare cases that they will
be at precisely the spot where boost or al
tenuation is desired.

Technics Of fers Variable
Center Frequencies
lr a 'ddicar oeparture lrom the circJ t pr n
ciples found n convent ona equa izers,
Technics has designed the SH-9010 with
variable frequencies; by turninq the control

knob below each slide pot, the center
frequency can be moved up or down by as
much as 1.6 oclaves. The five slide pots
provided for each channel thus cover the
following ranges:

Normal Cenler Frequency Variable Between

2OHz 1&Hz

SOHZ 72OHz

1kH7 333H2-3kHz

1.3kHz 12kH7

l6kHz 5.3kHz zlSkHz

As this adjustment is conlinuous, center
frequencies can be set at accurately the
desired points. What's more, settings are
independent tor each stereo channel. This
flexibility gives the user unlirniled keedom in
coping with every imaginable equalization
problem.
Between every two adjacent lrequency
ranges, there is an area of overlap a little over
an octave in width. By moving both cenler
frequencies to the same spot, available boost
or attenuation can be further enlarged.
Frequency response graphs shown elsewhere
on these pages indicate some of the
fascinating possibilities afforded by this
unique Technics feature.
Unlike convenlio.ral equalizers, the Technics
SH'9010 has no "blind spots" between ad-
joining bands. Yet this is only one ot its two
outstanding flexibility features that make it
such a plianl tool in the hands of the el.
perienced audio technician and demanding
audiophile. The other:

Band Lovel Control

//,k\\\
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Freq!€ncy (nomarlz€d)

Center Frequency Control

FEqueicy (nomarind)



Variable Bandwidth ("a") of
Each Band
As sl_o'.r.1 lhe lustration below, Q is an
expresslon ol the steepness with which
atienuat on or boost slopes near the center
frequency. The h gher the value of Q, the
steeper the s ope (and the narrower the
bandwidth covered).
ln conventional equa zers, Q has fixed value,
slope steepness js constant and unalterable.
Equalization jobs in actual audio work,
however. are often greatly hampered by this
inflexib ity. A slight boost (or attenuation)
over a relative y wide spectrum, for instance
to improve sonic balance in an orchestral
record ng, calls for a gradual slope (a low Q)
in order to rernain unoblrusive. Noise or hum
reduction iobs, on the other hand. are often
concerned with on y a very na(ow band in
which noise is present and require a very
steep attenuatlon slope over a narrowly
defined band {high Q). ln many cases, a fixed
equalizer bandwidth forces an unacceptable
compromise upon the audio technician.
Not so in the Technics SH-9010. Here, the Q
for each band is continuously adjustable trom
0.7 (a very gradual slope covering a relatively
wide band) to 7 (a very steep gradient limited
to a quite narrow band). Some sample graphs
are shown elsewhere on nexl page, illustrating
the range of adjustment possibilities
available.
As wilh the variable center frequencies, "Q"
adjuslment is also independent for each band
of each stereo channel.
The SH.9010 thus offers an infinite number of
combinations of three types of adjustment:

1. Boost or attenuation by up to 12dB at five
points in the frequency spectrum, in both
stereo channels.

2. Precise settinq of any or all of these five
bands to any frequency, with more than
an octave of overlap between two adjacent
bands.

3. Free adjustment of "Q" (or bandwidth) for
each frequency band, within the range of
Q = 0.7 to 7.

Equalizer lnOut Switch lor lnstanl Com.
parisons
ln position "out" of this switch, the entire
equalizer network is bypassed and the source
signal heard without any modification. This
permits instant comparisons between "raw"
and "equalized" sound. An indicator lamp
lights up in "eqLralizer in" position.

Oelent Stops in Neutral Position
At its "0" position, where no boost or al
tenuation takes place, each slide pot has a
detent. The neutral posilion can be easily
found without as much as reading the scales.

Two Pairs of Outputs
On the rear panel, one pair ot input jacks and
two pairs of outputs are provided, permitt ng
equalized output to be supplied to a power
amplifier and a tape deck, for example. An
auxiliary AC outlet is also provided, for
powering another system component.

Some Typical Applications of
The Universal Frequency
Equalizer

lnslead ol Amplifier Tone Conlrols
A number of preamplifiers of very high quality
are now on the market in which tone controls
have been purposely omilted- SU.9070 is one
example. The Technics Universal Frequency
Equalizer, installed downstream from the
preamp, will give immensely greater control
flexibility than any system of amplifier tone
controls.

Flatlening of Overall System Response
While components of a system, when
measured individually, may exhibit nearly
ideal response cLrrves, the totar syslem in-
cluding speakers and installed in a lisreniirg
room often suffers obvious dips and peaks.
The equalizer can restorc flat overall response
with a high degree of precision.

Suppression of Slanding Waves
Parallel walls of a listening room cause
standing waves to form, usually in the bass-
to.medium range, which can be extremely
annoying because of the boominess that
they impart to the sound. An attenuation
setting of the equalizer, usually in com-
bination with a narrow bandwidth setting, can
usually remove this boomy quality.

Compensalion tor Frequency Non.Linearities
of Phono Cartridges
N4oving magnet (MM)type carlridges often
exhibit two kinds of nonlinear lrequency
responser mid-range slumping, and high end
peaking. The former occurs over a fairly wide
range of frequencies, while the latter is rather
narrow and sharp. With normal methods, it is
extremely difficult to correct this difticulty,
but the SH-9010 handles this task with ease.

Typical MM Cart.idge Frequency Rasponse

Equalizer Responss for Compensalion.
Result:Flat Response

Restoration of Sonic Balance in Re.Recording
Older Program lllalerial
Old SP's and early LP's often sound un-
salisfactory because recording equalization
standards employed in their production
differed from those used today (or were
determined merely by the recording
engineer's whim). The Universal Frequency
EqLdlizer can reslore a great deal ot sonic
balance and make them very listenable. With
rare collectois items, it is common practice
to re'record them on tape with improved
equalization.

Denoising of Program Malerial
Annoying hum, hiss, scratchiness, tonearm
resonances, high end distortions and olher
"garbage" fortunately occupies portions of
the frequency spectrum which are not of
critical importance to the musical information.
The Universal Frequency Equalizer can be a
miraculous tool in cleaning up such
programs, especially with its free y variable
freqLrency band and attenuation slope set,
tings.

lmproved Signal'to-Noise Ratio in Tape
Recordings
By boosting the high end when recording,
and applying an equivalent amount ot a!
tenuataon in playback, annoying tape hiss can
be forced down below audibility level.
Ohe high end boost must not exceed the
tape's "headroom", however, as this would
trade noise against distortion.)

Bandwidth Limitalion and Sonic Balancing in
Live Recording
ln live recoroing. the trequency range oc.
cupied by the music is usually known in
advance, being determined by the in-
struments used. ln such cases, it is often
advisable to suppress the musically irrelevant
frequency exlremes. Ihereby avoiding noisc
that may otherwise try to creep into those
unoccupied bands.
The equalizer can also be quite helpful in
improvinO the instrumental or vocal balance
in live ensemble recording, as microphone
settings must often compromise on account
of hardware or room limitations.Delinilion

of "O"

Where l. s the resonance lrequency
and ll s lhe ba.dwidth belween the
3 dB level poinrs (li l,)

Bandwidth (Q) Contrcl

Frequency (.oma[z6d)



Slide Pot

Graph l. Graph 2

Variations in Level, Center
Frequency, and Q permit an
Astoundingly Wide Range of
Audio Processing
By properly adjusling the SH-9010, delicate
changes in frequency response can be
achieved. A few exarnples:
. 8y adjusting level and Q together, a wide
varlety of peaks and dips can be created.
Graph 1 shows O at maximum and the level
control al various posilions. Graph 2 shows Q
al minimLm. whr the level control al various
positions.
. Greaier deg'ee ot boost and attenLral,o'r rs

oblainable by stac\ing cenier frequencies
The inner line in Graph 3 shows the center
frequency ol jusi one band. The outer line
shows whal happens when the center
frequencies ot two bands are made io
coincide. Q is at maximum for both. Graph 4
shows the same effect. but wiih Q at
minimum.
. Complex frequency response curves can be
achieved by combining peaks and dips. ln
Graph 5, the broad black curve shows the
peaks when Q is at minimum, while the olher
black curve shows the dips when Q is at
maximum. The red and black lines shows the
composite of the two. ln Graph 6, the broad
black cuNe shows the peaks when Q ls al
minimum. while the olher black curve shows
the peaks with O at maximum. The red and
blue lines show the composite.

Graph 3.

Bandwidth (Q) Control

Center Frequency Control

Graph 4. Graph 6

.4320

,43

Graph 5.

g"



The Technology behind Variable Center
Frequencies and Bandwidth

Conventional bandpass tilters employ in-
duction coils, and lhese do not permit
variations in bandwidth or lrequency.
l\roreove( they display some undesirable
characteristics in regard to noise and
distortion parameters. For these reasons, the
SH-9010 is equipped with a newly developed
type of active filter called "dual integration
filter," using operation amp lcs.
The hardware for each filter consists of one
adder-subtractor and two integrators. lts
function is best explained as lhe sum of a
highpass filter, a bandpass filter (B.P.F.), and
a lowpass filter, operating in series. By
varying the resistances in each feedback
loop, center frequency f, and bandwidth "Q"
can be altered independently, and a change in
one does not cause a variation in the other.

No conventional filter circuit can achieve this
flexibility.
Similarly elaborate circuit construction has
been adopted for the attenuation/boost ol
each band,
The complex filter circuitry described above is
here shown in simplified form as the "8.P.F."
block. ln addition, there are two amplification
stages. Assuming that the slide pot is in + K
position, the B.P.F. block operates in parallel
with the input resistance of the 2nd amp. As
composile impedance drops. lhis results in
higher gain and thus a boost of that particular
band. Conversely, with the slide pot in -K
position, negative feedback occurs in the lst
amplification stage, reducing gain and thus
causing a dip in this band. The circuit is laid
out in such a way that precisely symmetrical

simplilied Schsmalic DiagBm ol Frcquency Equalizer

attenuation and boost are obtained with slide
pot settings symmetrical relative lo center.
With the slide pot in center position, the
bandpass filter's output is grounded, meaning
that the filter has no eflect whatsoever and
that the incoming signal is passed on as it is.
To decouple the equalizer circuilry from in-
fluences of equipment connected upstream
and downstream, a high impedance buffer
amplifier and an output amplifier of low
output impedance have been included.

FEqugncy vs. D'rstodlon

Simplilied Sch6rElic Diagnm ol Oual lrlogralion Filler

Addecsubtractor t.tegEtor tntegEtor

Logic circuit Reed relay Power supply

lnput buffer circuit



Rear PanelFacilities

1 V/300 ohms (l kHz) I
5 V/3OO ohms (1 kHz) V

3.
4.

1.
2.

input terminals
Output terminals 1

Output terminals 2
AC outlet

'10 Hz .-20 kHz
+0, -0.2 dB
10 Hz -70 kHz
+0, -3 d8
0 +1dB

90 dB
+t2dB--12dB
(5 elements x2)

+1.6 oct. - -1.6 oct.
(5 elements x2)

0.7 -7 .0
x2)

60 Hz,
4 kHz,

(5 elements

'I kHz,240 Hz,
16 kHz

AC 120 V 60 Hz
3-31/32 x19 x
14-11/32
(101 x 482 x364 mm)
13.2 lb (6.0 ks)

Harmonic Distortion

3 571 2 3 5710
Output voltage M

Tbchnics Panasonlc Company
Dlvlslon ol Mrl3uihlll Elecl.lc Corporallon ol Amerlca
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, New Jersey 07094 (201) 348-7000
PANASONIC NEW YORK: 50 Meadowlands Parkway, Secaucus, New Jersey 07094 (201) 348,7000
PANASONIC NEW JERSEY: 50 Meadowlands Parkway, Seca!cus, New Jersey 07094 (201) 348'7000
PANASONIC BOSTONT C.C. & F. lndusrrial Park,31 Sullolk Road, Manstield, Mass.02048 (617) 339-9115
PANASONIC BALTTI!|ORE: 1 1 Azar Court, Aattimote, Md. 21227 l301l 247-4300
PANASONIC CHICAGO: 363 N. Third Avenue, Des Plaines, lll.60016 (312) 299-7171
PANASONIC ATLANTA: 1 Meca Way, Duluth, Georgia 30136 (404) 448-1100
PANASONIC DALLAST lS25WalnutHill Lane, lrving, Texas 75062 (214125A-2A2A
NEWCBAFT, INC : 8383 Wilshire Blvd., Aeve.ly Hills, Calil.90211 (213) 655'5160
PANASONIC SALESCOMPANY: ave.65de lnlanteria, (m.9 7, Victoria lndustrial Park, Carolina, Puerto Rico 00630 (809)769-4320
MATSUSHITA ELECTBIC OF HAWAll,lNC.:320 Waiakamilo Road, Honolulu. Hawaii968l7 {808)847-5361

: Specifications subiect to change without nolice. Pnnted in Japan 6766M3

Technical
Specifications
Oulpul voltage/impedance

rated
max.

Total harmonic
distortion 0.02o/o

llrput sensitivity/
impedance 1 V/47 kilohms (1 kHz)

Frequency response

Gain
Signal{o-noise ratio

{lHF:A)
Band level control

Center frequency
control

Bandwidth (O)
control

Center lrequency

GENERAL
Power consumption
Power supply
Dimensions

(H xW xD)

Weiqht

The "Flat" Component System is dedicated to
ultimate performance at an affordable price.

Ultimate performance. Because in
creating the "flat" system Technics
engineers separated the basic
amplif ier/tuner into tive components.
Researched and developed each
component to stateot{heart
perfection. Then recombined the
components into a system thal
provides a magnitude of performance
once thought to be purely theoretical.
Atfordable price. Because each
component is priced lar lower than
what you'd expect, considering its
extraordinary quality. And because the
fiveway breakup lets you buy just the
equipment thal you need-or can
afford-right now. With the possibility
of adding the rest ot the system in the
fLrtLrre.

The "Flal" Component System
consists of:
ST-9030: FN4 Stereo Tuner
SU-9070r Stereo DC Preamplif ier
SH-9010: Stereo lJniversal Frequency

Equalizer
SH.9020: PealdAverage Meter Unit
SE-9060: Stereo/Mono

DC Power Amplifier

Movable Custom Rack,
Model SH-999
E egant custom rack for Technics
''Flal" components or other 1g-inch
!nits. Side panels rosewood grain
veneer, glass top and front door.
Record compartmeni holds several
dozen LP's. Four sturdy casters lor
mobi ity and easy access to back panel
connections.

byPanasonic
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ST-9O3O FMStereoruner

Waveform Fidelity -a True Measure of Tuner Performance
Staggering as the ST-9030 technical specifications may seem, the
real test of true high quality performance lies in waveform fidelity.
Alt rough the waveforms of all signals in music programs are usually
extremely complex, there are two relatively simple lorms-the
square wave, and the tone burst signals that will clearly show how
well the tuner performs.

The comparison here between Technics ST-9030 (where design
considerations were all aimed at waveform fidelity) and a con-
ventional tuner (where waveform fidelity has not been ol prime
importance) clearly illustrates the logical conclusion resultinO from a

critical difference in approach to this means of testing quality and
performance.
The very steep "sag" in the square wave output signal in the con-
ventional tuner indicates poor amplification phase characteristics in
the low frequency region (thus introducing distortion), while the
suppressed sections at the start of the lkHz sine wave signals
signify a contracted dynamic range in the low frequency region.
The ST-9030 shows clear superiority over the conventional tuner.
Although the time lag is not so critical if it is consistent, the un-
stable response patterns, the shortened leading edge amplitudes and
the ringing during the off times will introduce audible distortion.

Composite Signal ol 50 Hz Squsrs Wave plus I kHz Sine Wave '10 kHz Tone 8ur5t Sbnal Response

lnput lnpul

OuFutOutput

sT€030

The Ultimate in FM Per-
formance, Featuring Fully
Automatic lF Band Selection
for Optimum Reception
Gond ition
Frequency Response 2OHz-18kHz ( + 0.1d8,
-0.5d8) Altemate channel selectivity 90dB
(nafiow band]
Sensitivity l.2irv 05a) and T.H.D 0.08%
(ste.eo, wide band)

Superb FM Tuner for Superb
FM Reception
The ST-9030 tuner, designed exclusively tor
high quality Flt4 reception, achieves an
incredibly high level of performance which
would have been considered almost im.
possible only a few years ago. This welcome
situation has been brought about by a
profusion of very significant electronic and
technological advances. For example, the
19kHz FM pilot signal is removed in the ST"
9030 by a very imaginative pilot cancel circuit,
instead of the lbss efficient low-pass filter. An
extremely linear frequency response el"
tending right up past l8kHz is the exciting
result. Another example is revealed in the lF

stage, which has been divided into in-
dependent "narrow" and "wide" bands,
selected automatically in the ST-9030 ac- 

.cording to transmission conditions- Even in
very congested regions, the astronomical
alternate channel selectivity of 90dB com-
pletely eliminates even the slightest trace of
inlerference from adjacent slalions, while in
less crowded areas the wide band elevates
reception quality to a super grade, with
sensitivity of 1.2irv, and a distortionless THD
of only 0.08",. for bolh slereo and mono.
Other outstanding features include servo
tuning, automatic hi-blend, a PLL MPX lC, and
an Fl\4 linear frequency 8{anged variable
tuning capacitor in the front€nd.
When it comes to high quality receptidn of
FM programs, the ST-9030 is the right kind of
FM tuner where only the best will do.

Two Completely lndependent
NARROW and WIDE Band lF
Stages with Automatic
Selection of Optimum
Cond itions
One of the more exciting advances featured
in the ST-9030 is the independent, dual,
narrow^,lide band lF stage. For many years,
tuner designers had been searching for ways

of getting around the problem posed by the
effects of mutually antagonistic high
selectivity and low distortion. lt was very
diflicull to improve one without resulting in

Etlect ol Aulomalic Bandwilth Switching
When dislortion exc€eds 0.3% due io adjaceni
station inierference or olher causes (top s gnal lrace),
bandwidih is automaiically switched to narow lo
restore lowdistortion reception (boitom trace).



the deterioration of the other. Technics has
solved this problem by incorporating 2
complelely inoependeni clrcurls in lhe lF
Stage-a narrow band for ultra sharp
seiect on of wanted signals, and wide band
for opt rnum S/N ratio and negligible
distortlon. The ST-9030 selects the ap-
propriate band automatically in accordance to
recepl on coldlron5, but manual selection is
also available.

Wide Band lF
Since this band will normally be used in
situations where selectivity is not of such
critical importance, dislortion, stereo
separation, and capture ratio have all been
pushed to the very limits of measuring
capabilaiies. Employing compact 6-pole LC
filter of outstanding group delay charac-
teristics, plus 6-stage differential am-
plitication, total harmonic dislortion (stereo
and mono) is reduced to an almost un-
precedented 0.087". Superb stereo separation
ratings of 50dB {1kHz)and 40dB (1okHz), and
a capture ratio as low as 0.8dB have also
been achieved-

Narrow Band lF
By employing 4 separate 4-resonator ceramic
filters (a total of 16 resonators) which exhibit
very good group detay characleristics. a buffer
amplitier, and 6-stage difierential am-
plification, the ST€030 attains the ex-
ceptionally high alternate channel selectivity
of 90dB {400kHz) while still maintaining very
good stereo separation (40d8 at 1kHz, and
30dB at 10kHz), and very low distortion levels
(mono 0.15%, stereo 0.3%I
Signals from the mixer circuit pass through
both lF circuits, and feed into the detector
circuit where selection of the appropriate lF
band occurs. When the lF Selector is set to
the "Auto" position, the tuner will initially
switch ovqr to the narrow band. lf the input
siqnal level exceeds 32.6d8f. or it the
frequency ditference (At) betweeri the tuned
sralion and the closest adjacenl slation is
greater than 400kHz, the tuner automatically

6
I
i
.9)

Alternate Channel Selectivily

Frequoncy deviarion (kHz)

Total Harmonic Distortion

switches over to the wide band. But if the
input signal is too weak, or if adjacent station
signals are too close to the desired signal,
causing spurious and/or crossmodulation
interference. the tuner will remain switched to
the narrow band.
Allhough detection of inpul signal level is
quite a simple task, detection of adjacenl
station interference requires a very complex
circuitry. The ST-9030 is desagned to switch
over to rhe narrow band if interterence noise
causes the S/N ratio (during stereo)to drop
below 50dB (0.3% distortion).

PLL MPX lC with Pilot and
Subcarrier Cancel Circuits
The recent development of an lC for the PLL
type l\-4PX stereo decoder circuit has resulted
in far reaching improvements, such as lower
distortion level, higher stereo separation, and
capacrly ro cope wilh the shock noise'
occurring in conventional systems.
But one of the major features of this circuit is
the pilot cancel circuit. Althouqh now ap-
pearing in many other tuners, this imaqinative

Stereo Channel Separalion

signal remover which avoids cutting out any
of lhe hrgh end porlions of the program. is an
original Technics invention, first introduced in
the Technics ST-9700 several years ago.
Besides conlribuling to greater waveform
fidelity. it is also very instrumenlal in reducing
distortion in the very high frequency regions
of the program.
By comparing the demodulation spectral
drstributions of 10kH/ modulaled signals in
the ST-9030 and a conventional tuner, the vast
improvemenl achieved by the cancel circuits
becomes very clear indeed. The ST'9030 shows
much less generation of higher harmonics
and other unwanted components caused by
beat phenomena.
A '19kHz signal supplied by the lC, and which
has been synchronized perfectly with the pilot
signal, undergoes waveform shaping into a
pure 19kHz signal, and is amplified in the
stereo muting circuit (which passes the
1gkHz signal only doring stereo). This is then
fed back to the input side of the [,1PX to
cancel out the unwanted pilot signal, thus
avoiding any problems in subsequent non-
linear circuits

of lgkHz and oiher un'ranted componenis. Right
Conveniional luner wiihout pilol cance circuit.

PLL MPX Decoder Block Diagram

sT€030 Conventional

Etfecl ol Pilot Cancel Circuil
Outpui spectrum when L mod. 10kHz nput s ap
p ied. Left: ST 9030 note almosi comp ete absence



Extended Frequency
Response of 20Hz-'l8kHz
(+0.1-0.5d8)
Because the stereo decoding pilot signal is
now eliminated by the electronic pilot cancel
circuit, rather than a low-pass filter (which
unavoidably removes some of the wanted
program as well), frequency response in the
ST-9030 is improved by a very significant
margin. ln addition, a cancel circuit for
removal of the 38kHz subcarrier has also
been included. The resultant flat frequency
response all the way from 20Hz to 18kHz with
only + 0.1, {5d8 deviation gives an ex-
ceptionally high degree of high fidelity that is
still very rare in tuners today.
The ST-9030 has also eliminated the cause of
the "jitter" problem caused by mixing
modulated input signals in the N4PX.

Deterioration of slereo separation, and
distortion in the high frequency region is thus
suppressed even f urther-

6'I
E

Frequency Response
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Servo Tuning Circuit for
Stable and Accurate Tuning
Practically rnvinciole stabilily in station tuning
is assured by this advanced electronic device
which locks onto the tuned frequency, and
stays lhere despite any 'ninor fluctLrations in
carrier frequency, local oscillator frequency,
or lF center frequency. This means greater
reliability due to the complete absence of
drift which could lead to distortion and loss
of stereo separation.
When retuning to another station, servo
tuning is temporarily switched off. The
muting width (the degree of detuning before
muting sets in) is also readjusted, contracting
from 1lookHz when servo tuning is on, to
asokHz \tuhen switched ofl. Furthermore, the
center tuning meter is locked to within
t1okHz of the center position when servo
tuning is on.

Servo Tuning Block Diagram

High Sensitivity Front-End
Equipped with FM Linear
Frequency 8-Ganged Variable
Tuning Capacitor
The ST'9030 tuner's front€nd, one of the
most critical stages in any tuner, is equipped
with an advanced linear frequency 8{anged
variable tuning capacitor. The improvement in
sensitivity and reduction of noise levels is
also due in part to the adoplion of 3 double-
tuned circuits, plus dual gate lvlos FETS in
the 2-stage RF amplifier and the balanced
mixer circuit. The use of special low-noise
transistors in the local oscillator, and a tuned
bufter circuit inserted prior to the mixer, also
contribute to the very high slabilily in this
tuner. The tuned butfer circuit employed here
is a combination of tuning circuit and junc-
tion FET, including a 2{anged variable
capacitor. lt is very effectNe in maintaining
wavetorm fidelity and preventing any reverse
effect of RF signals.
Ifuse )n?2va|o,?s have Pe2de Jhe sf .,W
extremely robLrst, being capable of
handling even exceptionally strong signals
without overload. Spurious response and
other basic characteristics have also been
improved by very significant degrees. Fur-
thermore, "hot" portions of the circuitry have
been elevated above the glass epoxy coated
circuit board, eliminating yet another potential
degradation of the ST-9030's waveform
fidelity.

FM P€.lomance

Automatic HiBlend Switch lmproves Weak.
Area SN
To further improve the quality ot rather
distant or v/eak FN4 stations, the hi-blend
feaiure n the ST-9030 is operated
automatically (although switchover to manual
operatlon s also naturally provided). When
the inpul stereo signal drops below a level of
34.7dBf, the hi-blend mechanism is activated
automaticaly to suppress noise at the slight
expense of some stereo separation.

Posilive Muting in Nanow and Wide Band
Operalion Made Possible by NAND Muting
Complete muting of inter'station noise has
now been made possible by the NAND
muting switching system which automatically
sets the muting width and level in accordance
with signal levei and whether narrow(150kHz)
or wide (1120kH2) bandwidth is being used at
any given moment. This has been made
possible by the independent regulation of
muting level and muting width by the signal
level and DC signal.

Other lmportant Features
. ftecsron sgnal fiee(tnea(lo as ftErl as
81dBf, thus providinq accuracy in measuring
even very strong signals.

Metor R€adlngs

n

. Special 75 ohm F"type antenna connector
for coaxial cable. 75 ohm cable is strongly
recommended in the interest of noisetree
reception.
. AC power supply line-tilter to eliminate
ripples and other interference signals induced
via the AC power cord.
. High performance monolithic operation
amolifier lC for audio frequency amplification,
and independent conslant voltage supplies
for both radio and audio frequency am-
plification circuits.
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ST.9030 Block Diagram

doulr..r!n.{t lF FET b.l mlt € drfior.n d rr

lF Stag6 Block Diagram

Flat group delay block filter

Narrow lF circuit

Wide lF circuit

Block Dlagram ot lF Conl.ol Functbns

Low pass filter

Power supply

Muting relay

l\,1PX circuit

Automatic N4PX

hi-blend circuit

Servo tuning circuit

narrow lF Wide lF
automatic selector
circuit



Rear Panel Facilities

Terminal for FM antenna 75e coaxial cable
Output level control
Output terminals (Variabte)

Technical
Specifications
Frequency range 88 - 1Og MHz
Antenna terminal 75 ohms (unbalanced)
Sensitivity 12.8 dBf

'1.2 FV (75 ohms)
50 dB quieting sensitivity

MONO

STEREO
22 FV (75 ohms)

Total harmonic distortion

4.
5.

1.

2.
Output terminals (Fixed)
4channel MPX output & Ft/ multipath
outputs

wide
MONO
STEREO

narrow
MONO
STEREO

s/N
MONO

Frequency response
variable

fixed

18.1 dBf
2.2 FV (75 ohms)
38.1 dBf

0.08% ('1 kHz)
0.08% (1 kHz)

0.15% (1 kHz)
0.3% (1 kHzI

80 dB

20 Hz -18 kHz
+0.1, -0.5 dB
20 Hz -15 kHz
+0.2, -0,8 dB

-65 dB (19 kHz)
-70 dB (19, 38 kHz)

0 -1.5 V
0.7 v

AC 120 V 60 Hz

3-31/32" x 19" x
14-9t16"
(101 x 482 x370 mm)
15.9 lb (7.2 ks)

The "Flat" Component System is dedicated to
ultimate performance at an affordable price.

Ultimate performance. Because in
creating the "flat" system Technics
engineers separated the basic
amplif ier/tuner into f ive components.
Researched and developed each
component to stateof-theart
perfection. Then recombined the
components into a system that
provides a magnitude of performance
once thought to be purely theoretical.
Affordable price. Because each
componenl is priced far lower than
what you'd expect, considering its
extraordinary quality. And because the
five-way breakup lets you buy just the
equioment that vou need-or can
afford-right now. With the possibitity
of adding the rest of the system in the
future.
The "Flat" Component System
consists of:
ST-9030: FM Stereo Tuner
SU-9070: Stereo DC Preamplitier
SH€010: Stereo Universal Frequency

Equalizer
SH.9020: PealdAverage N4eter Unit
SE 9060: StereolMono

DC Power Amptifier

Movable Custom Rack,
ModelSH-999
Elegant custom rack tor Technics
''Flat" components or other 19-inch
units. Side panels rosewood grain
veneer, glass top and front door.
Record compartment holds several
dozen LP's. Four sturdy casters for
mobility and easy access to back panel
conneclions.

Alternate channel selectivity
wide 25 dB
narrow 90 dB

Capture ratio
wide 0.8 dB
narrow 2.0 dB

lmage rejection at
98 MHz 135 dB

lF rejection at
98 MHz 135 dB

Spurious response
rejection at
98 MHz 135 dB

AM suppression
(wide) 58 dB

Stereo separation
wide

1 kHz
10 kHz

narrow
'I kHz
'10 kHz

Carrier leak
variable
fixed

GENERAL
Output voltage

variable
fixed

50 dB
40 dB

40 dB
30 dB

Power consumption 27 W
Power supply
Dimensions

(H xW xD)

Weight

Technics

Specirications subjecr to change wirhout norice. pinted in Japan


